Foam Tips

*This is not for students. Only an adult should apply the foam. Students should not touch the wet foam.*

- Use in a well-ventilated area or outside. It is stinky!

- Fill 1/3 of the pot and wait. The foam will grow (and grow, and grow). Overfilling is difficult to clean.

- Use a disposable mat under the work area in case you overfill. If you get it on the desk, a razorblade can help de-stick the gunk while wet or dry.

- Wait until it dries to try and clean. Once dry, the foam will peel off, but wet is nearly impossible to remove.

- Get it off your hands now! Do not let it dry on your hands. Gloves are your best bet. Even thin amounts left on your hands creates a dry-super-glue feeling that is not comfortable or easy to remove. Nail polish remover or paint thinner both help, but will dry your hands.

- Once dry, the foam is lightweight and can be glued. If paper is attached, plain school glue works well. Hot glue is better when attaching plastic (like plastic Easter grass).

One can will fill about 20 6-inch pots if you do not overfill. If the can seems low, shake it and try again before assuming it is empty.